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Colt Single Action Army Revolvers.................... #Book-CSAARU
U. S. Alterations
by C. Kenneth Moore
Dedicated to the altered U. S. Colt Single Action Army revolvers
commonly called “Artillery” revolvers. Research from the Colt factory
and National Archives, this informative book is illustrated with large
clear detailed photos. Hard bound, 8-1/2” x 11” format, with 110 pages.
#Book-CSAARU Colt’s Single Action U.S. Alterations only $32.50
Smith & Wesson Sixguns of the Old West ..........#Book-SWSOW
by David R. Chicoine
Includes hundreds of technical drawings and close-up photographs
showing the very markings and features that are discussed in the text.
This is the kind of hands-on, useful guide that will be your constant
resource. This is the story of the revolvers that made Smith & Wesson’s reputation on the frontier, the battlefield and the shooting range.
No detail is omitted. Hard bound, this big 480 page book is filled with
black and white photographs and drawings.
#Book-SWSOW
S & W Sixguns of the Old West
only $65.00

An original antique
Remington 1858
New Model Army revolver
Track of the Wolf collection

Guide to the Ballard Breechloader............................. #Book-GBB
by George Layman
This treatise presents a concise but informative guide to both
shooting and categorizing the standard actory issue Ballard rifle and
reproductions. Hundreds of photos show all of the models and variations since 1861, along with copies of old Ballard catalogs. A chapter
on the many Ballard rifle calibers includes cartridge dimensions. Soft
cover, 216 pages, in 6 x 9” format.
#Book-GBB
Ballard Breechloader
only$19.99

The Texas Gun Trade................................................... #BOOK-TGT
Guide to the Guns Made or Sold in the Lone Star State, 1780 - 1899
by Chris Hirsch
One of the problems encountered by collectors and researchers
of Texas Arms is the question of which arms were made in Texas,
and which were imported by the dealer named on the gun. This new
book provides much needed information that enables the reader to
research with over 200 pages of names and biographical data. Hard
cover, 8-1/2 x 11” volume of 200 pages.
#BOOK-TGT
Texas Gun Trade, 1780-1899
only $44.99

Variations of Colt’s.......................................................... #Book-VC
New Model Police & Pocket Breech Loading Pistols
by J. Breslin, W. Pirie, & D. Price
A type-by-type guide to the so-called “small frame conversions”.
Heavily illustrated, with over 160 photographs and superb technical
drawings. Documented by a decade of research and Colt factory records, production quantities and extensive serial number data. Hard
bound, with 158 pages, in 8-1/2 x 11” format.
#Book-VC Variations of Colt’s New Police & Pocket only $34.50

The History and Idenification of Colt Accoutrements 1834 - 1911
Patterson to Automatic
by Robin J. Rapley......................................................... #BOOK-CA
This book shows the diversity of accoutremtnts that the Colt Factory
supplied with their famous revolvers including bullet molds, combination tools, oilers and more.
#BOOK-CA
Colt Accoutrements
only $112.50

Colt Single Action Army Revolvers, London Agency
by C. Kenneth Moore............................................. #Book-CSAARL
Drawing upon vast documentary sources, most notably the correspondence of the legendary “Baron” Frederich von Oppen, this
work chronicles the relationship between the London Agency and the
Hartford home office in a way never before accomplished. Chapters
include: original SAA, short barrels, shoulder stocks, London address,
iron & steel, start of the double action, and many more. Hard bound,
8-1/2 x 11” format, 144 pages, black & white p
 hotos.
#Book-CSAARL
Colt’s London Agency
only $32.50

Gunsmoke and Saddle Leather....................................#Book-GSL
Firearms in the Nineteenth-Century American West
by Charles G. Worman
This fine book describes the gun’s impact on the lives of those in
the West - men and women, whites and American Indians. Hardcover,
9-1/4 by 12-12” format, 522 pages. Black & white photos.
#Book-GSL
Gunsmoke and Saddle Leather
only $57.99
Arming the West........................................................... #Book-ATW
A Fresh New Look at the Guns that were Actually Carried on the Fronter
by Herbert Houze
Hollywood has taught us that the Wild West was armed with the
newest and most expensive Colts and Winchesters - but his wasn’t
necessarily the case. Newly discovered evidence from the shipping
records of the largest supplier of firearms to the frontier tells us a
different story. Gun collectors and historians will be surprised by this
fascinating information, which totaloly reinvents what we should think
of as a “Western Gun”. Soft cover, 7 x 10” volume of 190 pages.
#Book-ATW
Arming the West
only $27.50

The Darling Pepperbox................................................... #Book-DP
The Story of Samuel Colt’s Forgotten
Competitors in Bellingham, Mass. and Woonsocket, R. I.
by Stuart C. Mowbray
Follow the author as he tracks down these little known inventors.
Learn whether they actually did beat Sam Colt to the punch and were
the true inventors of the revolver. Soft cover, 104 pages, with many
black and white photos and illustrations.
#Book-DP
The Darling Pepperbox
only $16.99
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